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LIBERALISATION IN THE CONTEXT OF INDUSTRIAL

DEVELOPMENT IN LDCs

In recent years there has been considerable pressure co
less developed countries (LDCs) to adopt specific policy
packages for industrial 'development. While in some c.f.JBw;
the concern for change has been generated within LDC gova7m-
ments themselves, by far the most prominent pressure hzIs
arisen externally through industrialised country governments
and international agencies. In most cases the focus ciZ
these packages has rested on some notion of econoTai
liberalisation in. the form of adopting a more markz,
oriented approach and of.. reducing the direct involvement ,-],T
government.

The accelerated interest in liberalisation undoubtedly ariaos
from the perceived failures of state control and intervention,
particularly in the 1960s and the 1970s. This seems to
be just as much in response to poor public performance E.3

to the problem of exaggerated expectations being attributed
to the public sector and spublic policy (Shirley 1983, Heald
1985).

LDC governments have been actively de-emphasising the role
of the state, removing distortions to the pricing syste;a
and inducing an environment which promotes the private
sector in order to stimulate economic growth and diversify
their economies. At the same time, at the international
level, it has become normal practise to embody steps in
this direction in IMF standby arrangements, World BzInk
structural adjustment loans, programme and project lending
by major regional development banks, and in discussions
between the ',Des and the private international banking secto
The extent to which this is gaining momentum can he seen
in - recent report of the IMF which was able to identify
a significant number of LDCs changing their public/private
mix. These were considered in two groups. .

First, those that experienced ideological or political tuwn-
Otouts in the 1970s with a smaller role for the public sec:Um,:
as one of the consequences (Chile, Peru, Egypt: Jamtlici
Pakistan, Sri Lanka, Tunisia, Guinea-Bissan, Uganda; 6t16
second, so called 'one step back' countries where Lho
desirability of retrenching the public sector has been oparfo!
expressed by political leaders (Bangladesh, Somalia, Guinoa,
Ivory Coast, Mali, Brazil, Philippines, Argentina, SoneigaI,
Zaire) (Berg 1982). A number can be added that have
some stage advocated a commitment to strengthen the peivc.te
sector roleAl]



The issues raised by this seemingly anti-public sector ethosare many and generally extend beyond the interests of theindustrial sector. This paper will not attempt a systematicsurvey of all the issues but will concentrate on those mostrelevant to industrialisation.

First, the paper briefly outlines some of the conceptualimams underlying the current wave of economic liberalisation.Second, the scope and range of measures making up liberal-isation packages are reviewed in relation to the kinds ofspecific policy objectives that have been established inLDCs, whether economic, political or social. In the finalsection of the paper an attempt is made, along similar lines,to examine the factors that affect the viability of liberal-isation measures and to indicate as others have done, theconcerns that ought to be taken into account inconstructing policy recommendations, especially in as farwi these concerns emanate from external sources.
Although the literature in this last area is in generalexpanding rapidly, it is still in its infancy when comparedto the literature in the 1960s and 1970s that focussed on theassessment of the contribution of centralised planning andstate controlled activities towards the achievement ofeconomic, political and *social goals (Shen 1972, Killick1963).

Further, much of the current emphasis is on the assessmentof liberalisation within the context of adjustment andstabilisation (Krueger 1978, Jaspersen 1981). Here theconcern is not necessarily to examine the efficacy ofparticular liberalisation measures but more to assess overallthe success or failure of the policy prescriptions of theinternational agencies, in particular their efficacy, incontrolling inflation and balance of payments equilibria(Crockett 1981, Killick 1985).

Before reviewing the theoretical reasoning behind: 1ibera1-4sation and attempting to. assess its implementability,it might be. inrtructive• to step back and note .the contextwithin which liberalisation is growing. in fervour. Generallythe thbate over whether.' to liberalise or not is not in thecontext of a. complete market approach versus completecentralised planning, nor in a, world in which socialobjectives.- are considered urkimport4nt, but in a- world wherethe •1144tat*ops- of the two ,extremes, • both in practice andin theory, are recognised, and where the alternative systeins.can .inpdt social objectives in different, ways. One isreminded. of ,- 0161 context uithin which the . current debate..014n4.1314dbYHpdal“ng-th:e....story of the 'advice tobe given to a benevolent dictator (B14iig 19458).*
istio would begin by telling him to distribute allresources ddoording, to prevailing concepts of equity,say, in equal amounts to evOryone. We would then tellhim to institute a price system., leaving all consumersand ..00duOprp to maxiiise their oun advantages. If•there were any industries operating un4er increasing
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returns to scale, we would instruct him to finance
their deficits. Whenever externalities appeared in
production or consumption, we would urge to let the
parties involved find . their own bargaining solution,
while providing them with information about the costs
and benefits of the externalities. We would admonish
him to hold frequent referenda on the provision of
public goods and we would never tire of reminding him
that these together with all his other expenditures,
could only be financed by.means of head taxes and non-
recurring capital levies. If he pointed out that a
non-recurring capital levy could not supply a steady
source of revenue, while head taxes would fall with
equal force on the old and the young, the clever and
the stupid, in conflict with the prevailing norms of
equity, we would have to emphasise that any other method
of raising taxes would create second-best problems.

With the advent of second-best problems, we could advise
him no further, except of course, to hire a great many
economists to carry out cost-benefit analysis of each
and every policy proposed that could be put to him.
But he might say, what about the Wealth of Nations and
the workings of the invisible hand? It still holds,
we might answer, but with a difference: if it did
not, we would have told you to abdicate in favour of
a central planning bureau."

Despite the objections to the market system and the incompat-
ibility between the pure welfare approach and the perfect
market system, and despite the fact that the existence of
government guarantees we are in a second-best world, the
real world debate about liberalisation in most mixed
economies of the LDCs is concerned with degrees of change
from an imperfect situation to a better one, while
recognising that the term 'better' is itself not value free.

CONCEPTUAL BASIS FOR LIBERALISATION POLICY IN LDCs

Economic liberalisation signifies the movement towards a
more market oriented economy. Interpreted in this manner
it is evident that not all the measures under the guise
of liberalisation conform to this conception.

Although not strictly accurate, the arguments for liberal-
isation rest on a comparison' of the benefits and losses
arising from the two polar extremes for market orientation.
At one end of the spectrum is the intensely competitive
situation envisaged by Adam Smith where self-interest
regulated by competition is the driving-force to guide
society into whatever direction it is willing to pay for.
The regulator is competition, providing social benefits
from the conflicting self-interest of members of society.
Embodied in Adam Smith's formulation are the deep-seated
laws of evolution which propel. the market system, in its
perfect form, in an ascending spiral of productivity
(Hellbroner 1972). In this world, market prices equal



their respective shadow prices and private costs reflectsocial costs.

At the other end, markets for factors and products areimperfect. In the extreme form markets are underdeveloped,possibly in a pre-capitalistic sense. If they are developed,then they are distorted as a result either of intervention.in. the market or of an externality, both of which have tendedto cause a divergence between the social and private costs.
The primary task of liberalisation in this context, althoughconcerned with promoting the merits, of the market place,is 'with the efficacy of producing efficient markets, theessence of which is to reduce the cost of making transactionsin those markets (Lai 1985)

Transactions costs are present in any market and includethe costs of excluding non-bpyers as well as those acquiringand transmitting the relevant information about demand andsupply of a particular product to market participants.They drive a wedge between the buyer's and the seller'sprice; the larger the wedge the more imperfect is the market.Zero transactions costs signify perfect markets. To restatethis, the wedge measures the deviation between the marketprice (actual price) and its shadow price. As a resultof this potential deviation, policy makers are presentedwith a conflict between the welfare and efficiencyimplications.

This can easily be seen by referring to the specific waysin which the LDC governments have rationalised market inter-vention. On the buyer's side there are numerous examplesof efforts to implement a wide range of welfare relatedmeasures, for example in the form of direct attacks on theproblems of health and education or in the industrial sectorby adopting pricing policies that favour consumers. Thislatter policy was applied in Sri Lanka between 1970 and1977 where state operated enterprises provided goods atlow prices to consumers (Stern 1984, Cook 1985).
The combined effect of all welfarist oriented policies inSri Lanka during this time resulted in a high 'physicalquality of life' index for a country with a relatively lowlevel of per capita income (Herring 1984). In these yearsSri Lanka placed a higher priority on direct and indirectconsumer subsidisation than on market efficiency.
On the seller's side governments throughout the 1960s and•1970s encouraged industrialisation by adopting andmaintaining economic systems designed to foster importsubstitution. The range of measures included the maintenanceof overvalued exchange rates, high import tariffs on luxuryconsumer items and quantitative controls and restrictionson imports. In Nigeria, for example, intervention for importsubstitution was rationalised on the basis of the timescaieit would have taken the market mechanism to accomplish thetransition from a dependent agricultural aconomy to anindustrialising one (Smith 1976)
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Intervention has also been justified from both the buyer's
and seller's point of view when its primary intention is
to reduce the transactions costs in markets that are poorly
dovoloped. Here facilitating exchange by providing essential
infrastructure and improved communications, for example
providing lahding sites and improving feeder roads to
facilitate exchange between producers and consumers.

It is within this context that the advocates of the present
wave of liberalisation measures in LDCs find the fuel for
their arguments. The 'welfarist' policies pursued by many
governments are criticised for their bias against the supply
side, creating disincentive effects for producers,
particularly where price controls are in effect. Even where
governments have maintained producer prices while providing
consumes with low prices, the costs of subsidisation have
not escaped scrutiny by those who argue that other measures
are more effective in redistributing income.

But by far the most foreceful attack on market intervention
has come from those using inefficiency arguments. They
argue that inappropriate forms of intervention to encourage
import substituting industrialisation have resulted in
distorted prices in both factor and product markets. This
has occurred as a result of the effects on market entry,
the protection of monopolies and the creation of excess
profitability. Domestic prices often exceed world prices
under trade restrictions. Bias has also been established
against exports by the excess profits in import substitution
as a result of the exchange rates and protective measures
that have been adopted (Balassa 1975).

There is no necessary antithesis between liberalisation
and import substitution, however, since these arguments
could be applied to those governments who in the process of
switching from an 'inward looking' industrialisation policy
to a more 'outward looking' approach, have introduced more
distortions. The 'outward looking' industrialisation has
often been fostered by forming a complex network of incentive
schemes designed to promote exports. However, only in cases
where the incentive effects have offset the bias against
exports could it be claimed that no new distorting effects
are introduced. In practice the effect of export bias may
be to divert resources from satisfying the local market.
We shall return to this point in the next section Those advo-
cating liberalisation, however, give little attention directly
to the externality case. A minimisation of the importance
of externalities has come from several perspectives. Critics
have argued that the market mechanism can achieve a Pareto
optimum despite externalities in both production and con-
sumption since it is possible to devise a private bargaining
solution to eliminate externalities. This assumes thatthe suffering group can act together and agree to form a
pressure group. The disregard for the importance of
externalities as a source of divergence between privateand social cost in the current wave of liberalisation hasalso been echoed in some of the earlier planning literature(Little & Mirrlees 1974).



Little and Mirrlees to a large extent dismissed theimportance of externalities so that in the derivation ofco-called 'efficiency prices' the wedge to be eliminatedwoo roprosonted by the distorting effects of governmentintervention (Stewart 1978). The subsequent use of 'socialprices' in planning which embodied interpersonal and inter-temporal criteria, was developed not so much on the basisof a recognition that externalities were important, as onthe premise that fiscal policies alone' were inadequateinstruments for redistributional objectives (Squires andVan der Tak 1975).

To conclude this section, although distortions on both thebuyer's and seller's side have featured prominently in thearguments for liberalisation, the concentration of interestappears primarily to rest on inefficiency arguments, pointingin particular to the price distorting effects of directand indirect public sector intervention. The fact thatwelfarist or social arguments are not at the forefrontsuggests there is a presumption that these can be handledmore effectively by general fiscal measures. As regardsnon-government distorting effects of prices (i.e., exter-nalities) there is a presumption that the policy-induceddistortions are more 'serious' than the supposed distortionof the market that they were designed to cure i.e., theimperfect bureaucrats of the real world.[2]

Even to the market advocates, intervention by governmentcan appear to be rational when it is used to correct forinadequacies of the market mechanism, justified on the basisthat Pareto optimum conditions are reputedly valid onlyfor a given distribution of income which may not be theideal distribution. This type of rationalisation prevalentin the 1970s, is now considered invalid for the bias itcreates against the producer side. On the other hand,inter-vention by dictating market conditions through either priceor non-price intervention, possibly by providing producerincentives, may be warranted. This is clearly evident insome recent types of liberalisation package. It seems thisis tenable if the market that exists has failed to developthe degree of competition that would ensure that the systemwas inherently bias free; that is, intervention, as in thebargaining process argued to correct for externalities,is the compensating element.

MARKET ORIENTED POLICIES FOR INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT
The extent to which liberalisatioil has been pursued in recentyears has varied from country to country, although, justlike the spread of the green revolution technology, it hasin some form or another been adopted by most LDC govern-ments.[3] The type of reforms have also been wide rangingin every respect including changes in the basis of productiveactivities; in institutional and administrative structuresand in the dismantling of policy networks. Included inthis range have been attempts to increase the degree ofcompetition faced by domestic producers by reducing trade
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barriers, removing credit constraints in order to facilitate
the ease of entry for newly established businesses,
denationalising state-owned financial institutions so that
thore will be a greater tendency for competitive forces
to establish relative interest rates, and attempts to remove
distortions in tax systems that provide unequal advantages
to different sectors.

It is easy to see from the breadth of measures described
above, that they fall within the province of a broad set
of economic policies, ranging from macroeconomic
stabilisation instruments with their concern for aggregate
variables such as the rate of inflation and the balance
of payments position, to instruments with a more sectoral
interest such as foreign trade, industry and agriculture.

Although it is likely, to a differing degree, that all
policies either directly or indirectly, will have an impact
on industrial development, this section will concentrate
on those which appear to be more significant. These can
be grouped as macroeconomic, trade-related, and industrial
policies. More specifically, the focus will be on the types
of policy changes which' .have increased market orientation
or have reduced the direct involvement of the state.

Many of the recent policy reforms in LDCs have originated
from some form of external influence. Inevitably the degree
of influence has varied according to the form of 'dialogue'
established between , the LDC government and the external
party. These have ranged from research exchange to policy
conditions being formally stipulated in multilateral or
bilateral lending arrangements. Clearly the latter, with
the increasing indebtedness in LDCs, particularly after
1973, has grown in relative importance and much of the
literature has been preoccupied with assessing the impacts
of these externally-induced policy reforms on LDC economies.
Most prominent among these have been the measures embodied
in IMF lending arrangements and the wider ranging structural
adjustment loans (SALs) of the World Bank. These are of
interest because the conditionality associated with these
loans have incorporated liberalising elements and, although
the aims of the policies have primarily been macro-oriented,
particularly the demand management oriented IMF programmes,
many of the measures have sector specific consequences.

An analysis of the objectives of 30 IMF programmes supported
by upper tranche credits in 1964-79 showed that a strength-
ening of• the balance of payments situation was the primary
aim, inflation and growth being secondary. Income
diotribution featured hardly at all among the stated aims.
In terms of instruments, exchange rate adjustments and
control of credit creation, formed up to half the IMF
programmes although for each country there was no completely
stereo-typed package, these being derived as a result of
IMF assessment of the conditionality suitable to the
country's conditions, the regard for uniformity in treatmnt
across countries, and an assessment of probable reception
(Killick 1985).
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World Bank structural adjustment loans have not been as
narrowly based on demand management but have focussed
attention more broadly, including a consideration of supply
side elements. Since their instigation in 1980, 32 SALs
have been made in 16 countries (Mosley 1985). Most have
been confined to the faster growing outward looking economies.
Like the IMF there is no standard package which isimposed
on any recipient country although most have a unifyied
approach, as we shall see, embodying market and trade
oriented measures.

Besides the IMF credits, and SALs with their broader focus,
there is considerable specific 'dialogue' occuring through
both sector and project based lending arrangements, although
it might be reasonable to assume that there is a positive
correlation between the size of the credit arangement and
the extent of conditionality.. It is quite common for both
of these types of loans, whether from the World Bank and
various regional development banks, for example, the Asian
Development Bank (ADB), to embody conditions or at least
to involve exchange in policy views prior to lending in
the form of bank missions and policy surveys. In the case
of industrial sector loans, most of these are effected
through the establishment of lines of credit with public
sector development finance institutions (DFIs). These are
used to channel resources to comparatively small projects,
mostly in the private sector. There has been a growing
tendency in recent years to direct funds towards the Private
sector rather than to public sector industrial pTogrammes.
This has meant increasing lines of credit with DFIs whose
on-lending arrangements had traditionally been with the
private sector, and through policy dialogue reorienting
on-lending of previously state sector focussed DFI towards
the private sector. An indication of their importance as
'windows' for foreign exchange borrowing can be seen through
the lending activities of the ADB. About 13 percent of
total ADB lending and four-fifths of total ADB lending to
the industrial sector have been channelled through DFIs
(AM).

Important aspects in the lending programmes of the World
Bank and to some extent in regional bank programmes are
production, investment, capacity utilisation and supporting
monetary and fiscal policies.

Although policy changes relevant to industrial sector
development are filtered along several lines of dialogue,
each vehicle is likely to incorporate elements of the
different types of policies. IMF, SALs and sector specific
loans often embody macro and trade related policies, and
although the IMF lending and SALs have a broader focus,
many embody some sector specific measures (Killick 1985).
The policy measures in IMF programmes usually . involve
exchange rate adjustment and monetary control while the
SALs incorporate a larger range of measures. Even where
sector measures are involved, however, they are not generally
in any SAL programme confined to a single sector. For
example, the first SAL to Thailand in 1982 covered measures
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to deregulate livestock, and reduce taxation and regulation

in rubber, rice, maize, sugar and cassava; the first SAL

to South Korea in 1981 included stipulations tor price rises

in consumer energy prices, the elimination of fertiliser

subsidies and the postponement of plans to expand automobile

capacity.

A recent study of 13 countries with SALs showed that ordering

of public investment priorities was requested in 80 percent
of cases, and reforms of agricultural policy and in the
system of export incentives featured prominently (Mosley
1985). On the other hand, sector specific programmes for
industrial development, besides investment prioritising,
(particularly towards directing investment to competitive
industries) and industrial policy formulation, incorporated
macro and trade-related measures.

Important in this context is not only the content of tne
policy packages but the emphasis on the compliance associated
with these measures. It was stated earlier that the content
of many of the programmes was not uniform although a number
of common features could be identified. The World Bank
states that the content of the policy reform package
negotiated with each borrower is determined purely by the
Bank's assessment of the quality of that borrower's economic
policies and not at all by its bargaining strength (Landrell-
Mills 1981). Uniformity in approach, however, with regard
to SALs is probably derived by use of a 'price distortion
index' published in the 1983 World Development Report which
summarises the effects of state intervention across a number
of markets.(4)

Although not explicitly stated, the criteria established
for these types of programmes, covering the complete spectrum
of trade and macro-economic policy, particularly
institutional reform, will establish to a large extent
the context within which sectoral and project specific
lending will take place. Indeed the dialogue between the
major lending institutions themselves will lead to some
degree of uniformity in the policy packages put forward
in their lending schemes.(5] The development banks them-
selves will •often undertake an in-country policy• review
as a prior step to negotiating lending arrangements.

So far we have defined liberalisation to include the removal
of price distortions and the reduction in state activity,
many of which have been embodied in macro-economic, trade-
related and industrial policies. This can be extended to
include the steps taken to develop the market system. Within
(a), removing market distortion, we can include the distor-
tions in the product, labour and capital markets. In (b),
changing the public and private  mix are included forms of
privatisation and reductions in government expenditure and
its sphere of influence. In this category can also be
considered those measures which have been introduced by
government to offset the bias in existing policy or those
that provide positive incentives to the industrial sector.
Finally in (c), market development, we shall consider schemes
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that improve the efficiency and functioning of the market

mechanism.

Some of the measures that have been introduced in a wide

range of countries embodied in macroeconomic, trade-related

and industrial policies are summarised in the table below.

TABLE 1 : STEPS TAKEN TOWARDS LIBERALISATION

Type of
saucy

olicy ange
•rea

Removal of
market distortion

Changing public
private mix '

.

e
Market
Development

• .croeconomic
policy

Trade-related
policy

Industrial
policy

Rate of interest
policy

Allocation of credit
control of morey
supply

Retionalisation
of tariff struc-
ture, tariff .
reduction, re-
moving import
controls

Exchange rate
adjustment

Reforming tax
system

Wmpetition policy,
deregulation
and monopoly
control

Reform SOE
pricing policy

Rationalising
industrial
licensing

Labour market
policy

Reduced government
expenditure e.g.
on industrial
sector projects

Increased inter-
vention, e.g.
incentive
schemes for
exports, re-
finance schemes

Privatisation
including user
charges and
denational-
isation

Reform of SOE
operating
objectives and
performance
criteria

Increased
intervention .
e.g. tax
holidays for
new entrants
in private
sector

'

Strengthening role
of financial
institutions e.g.
rural banking,
private sector
focus for DFI
lending

Creating and
strengthening
institutions
e.g. Export
Development '
Boards

Export processing
zones

Creating instit-
utions for the
private sector
sector market

Information e.g.
Business Devel-
opment Centres

Creating Infra-
structure e.g.
feeder road
construction,
fish landing and
marketing sites

Legal framework
for competition
policy

_

With such a wide variety of measures, it would be futile,
in the context of this paper, to attempt a systematic review

•of each. Instead in the remainder of this section only
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the more prominent elements in each category will be
discussed by reference to the arguments for policy reform
in relation to a number of specific instruments and to some
of the conflicts that potentially exist between policy
instruments and objectives.

Removal of market distortion

Although in this section various distortions are treated
separately there is a need to bear in mind the actual inter-
dependence that can exist between the distortions themselves
which cover the capital, product and labour markets (Balassa
1975):

During the 1950s and 1960s import substituting industrial-
isation (ISI) featured prominently in large economies
including Brazil, Argentina, India, Pakistan, the Philippines
and Mexico. Other countries joined them in the mid-1960s,
including Nigeria, Ghana, Zambia and Kenya. These economies
all pursued . ISI by adopting a range of inward-looking
policies. The type of industrialisation that followed varied
from the easy stage of substitution in consumer goods to
more complex forms in terms of producing intermediate and
capital goods. Many countries do not progress far beyond
the first stage (Kirkpatrick and Nixson 1983, Schmitz 1984).

Inevitably the need to protect growing domestic industries
and to create investment were important strands of this
type of development strategy. The support for ISI largely
rested on the belief that exports offered few possibilities
for economic growth. This was rationalised on the basis
of the competitive strength of the industrialised countries,
the protection of the industrialised countries, and the
proposition that the world demand for primary products,
as exports, were assured of a slow growth.

The elaborate network of protective measures that was built
up included import quotas and licensing schemes, differential
tariffs, and quotas for luxury consumer and capital items,
effectively reducing the price of capital. Over-valued
exchange rates were used to create a relative price effect
favouring imports rather than domestic goods to make cheap
imported inputs available for domestic production (Galenson
1984).

The effects of protection have been 'extensively explored
in the literature, and include inefficient production due
to high domestic prices, inefficieny in the use of resources
behind tariff walls and X - inefficiency as monopolies are
often established. Besides demand constraints there have
been considerable supply side constraints created by the
bias of ISI. Effective protection estimates show a
concentration of export manufacturing activities in groups
of low protection levels while import substituting industries
dominate highly protective groups.

Although initially the policies were applied for protective
reasons the subsequent additions and revisions have been
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piece-meal for a variety of motives, including balance of

payments, and in response to the pressure from interest

groups. In much of the protective framework little attention

was given to the implications of protecting raw materials

and intermediate goods for industries producing finished

manufactures,' or to the interaction between the various

protective devices (i.e., tariffs) and the exchange rate.

Trade restrictions and exchange rates

On balance, the measures described above have prevented

the growth of competition for domestic industries both in

terms of competition from home industries and through trade.

It:: is therefore argued that the resulting structure of

industrial production is incompatible with comparative

advantage. This is argued because the tariffs and export

subsidies establish a difference directly between the

domestic price and the foreign price as an additional charge

on imported goods. Quotas and other quantitative

restrictions, on the other hand, act indirectly on domestic

prices, causing them to rise by restricting supply. As

measures themselves, quanitative restrictions act quickly

and assure the protection of domestic industries against

dumping and unfair practices. Measurement of the significance

of the quantitative restrictions in terms of overall

protection present methodological difficulties which have

led analysts to advocate the elimination of these measures

rather than incorporate them in a scheme of rationalisation.

With regard to tariffs, decisions to use imports are made

after accounting for price and quality differences while

domestic producers can raise prices to the extent of the

tariffs. This reflects the degree of protection which,

subject to caution over the data used, can easily be

measured. Tariffs, unlike quantitative controls, were also

justified because of their contribution to government revenue

(e.g., in Sri Lanka taxes on imports accounted for 25 percent

of total tax revenue in 1983).

In terms of reform, the maxim for liberalisation rests on
the market principle. At the extreme this is represented
by the abolition of all forms of protection. In terms of
the real world, with regard to practicality and revenue,
this amounts to granting equal protection to all industries
and letting competition do the rest. This ,is accomplished
by establishing low uniform rates of effective protection,
as was attempted in a number of countries in the late 1970s,
including Chile and Sri Lanka. At the theoretical level,
equalising effective protection rates is dependent upon
the elimination of factor market imperfections so that the
market price of factors equal their respective shadow rates.

On this basis the effective protection criteria i.e., pro-
viding all industries within a sector with equal effoctive
protection (not equal nominal protection), is justified
because on the one hand it provides a measure sr4 the domestic
resource cost of earning (or saving) foreign exchange in
particular activities; and on the other hand, if it is
assumed that there are no differences among manufacturing
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activities in relation to external economies they generate,the growth contribution of the manufacturing sector is maxim-isod and the domestic resource cost of earning foreignexchange is minimised (Bertrand 1972, Balassa 1975).

Even within this framework, the protectionist 'lobby' alwaysargued the case for special treatment of technologicallysophisticated industries receiving additional protectionbecause they promise greater than average productivityimprovements, although it may be preferable in this casedirectly to subsidise product research and development toavoid the establishment of high cost . businesses (Balassa1975).

In practice, equalising effective protection rates in themanufacturing sector would normally require the raisingof nominal rates from lower to higher stages of trans-formation although this ought to occur at relatively lowoverall rates of effective protection. The exception resultsfrom instances where external economies differ from theaverage or where special pleading occurs for a so-calledinfant industry. This will, therefore, inevitably entailraising some rates and lowering others. In practiceimplementation may be quite difficult, for example, inSri Lanka the attempt to rationalise the tariff structuresince 1977 has involved more than 350 changes in tarifflevels.

The exchange rate itself has been considered an importantvariable for industrial development. An over-valued exchangerate, along with exchange controls, was justified underISI on the basis that it provided relatively cheap importedinputs into domestic industry, and that it helped to preventexports from diverting domestic resources from agricultureto industrial activities. But the attempt in recent yearsto shift *economies from an inward to an outward lookingstance, while incorporated in both the stabilisation anddevelopmental points of view, has raised a number of contra-dictory issues.

On the stabilisaton front a movement of the exchange ratetowards an equilibrium (market) rate has been in partintended to moderate inflationary tendencies and strengthenthe balance of payments, largely at the instigation of theIMF. To restate the argument there has been a move towardsthe "restoration of macroeconomic balance" (Krueger 1985).The concern in this context in relation to attempts toliberalise i.e., moving towards an equilibrium exchangerate, has been with the degree of capital mobility and theextent of exchange controls in place.

From the developmental point of view, revision of theexchange rate has been related to the structure of the pro-tective framework. Overvalued exchange rates were defendedbecause the imposition of protective measures generallypermitted an equilibrium in the balance of trade to bereached at a lower exchange rate under free trade, sincethe appreciation of the exchange rate was required to
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compensate for the fall in imports brought about byprotection (Balassa 1982). Conversely, eliminating pro-tection measures would necessitate a devaluation in orderto offset the resulting deficit in the balance of tradei.e., a compensated devaluation. Here it is envisaged thatsimultaneous .changes in tariff and exchange rates will takeplace, initially producing a compensated devaluation withexport taxes, together with changes in the tariff, and sub-sidy structure that are phased over a longer period. BothPakistan. and Sri Lanka have recently undertaken these typesof reform. The monetary approach to the balance of paymentsin this instance is, therefore, not valid, as no changeoccurs in a country's foreign exchange reserves, nor, there-fore in the domestic money supply. There is also no changein the price level and correspondingly no change in thereal value of money holdings. The real problem revolvesaround estimating the hypothetical free trade exchange rate.(The information needed here concerns supply and demandresponses to changes in tariffs, export subsidies and exchangerates).

For stabilisation, the concern has been with the difficultypresented by the financially repressed economy where creditrationing and poor financial markets are evident (McKinnon1973 and Shaw 1973). In this context the adjustment inthe exchange rate (devaluation) needs to be accompaniedby changes in monetary policy, i.e., increases in the nominalrate of interest. This has further caused concern for theinterrelation between the capital account and the currentaccount of the balance of payments. Devaluation in thisway, with a restricted import structure, could lead tosizeable capital inflows which permit an increase in importsand could actually increase the current account deficiton the balance of payments.

The issue, therefore, of an optimal mix of exchange ratechanges and increased import flows as a means of eliminatingthe difference between domestic and world, prices ofexportables and import-competing goods, has not yet beenresolved (Krueger 1982).

Interest rates .

The importance of money in the development process has beenincreasingly recognised. Again in this context the issuesof stabilisation versus development loom large. Earlierpolicy and practice led central banks in LDCs to set lowerdiscount rates for investment. Often commercial banks werestate controlled or operated under highly institutionalisedforms of control (where bank charges deviated from themarginal cost of funds). Such an institutional structure,although attractive to borrowers and financing of governmentdebt, with low rates of interest, (sometimes negative inreal terms in the face of inflation), made lending lessattractive from the banks point of view, and resulted inexcess demand for loanable funds and credit rationalisation.Such a policy discourages the demand for financial assetsand leads to financial disintermediation as the bankingsybtem \cannot' fulfill its function of channelling funds
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to investment and production. In this situation there isa bias towards present consumption at the expense of savings.
Earlier this situation favoured import substitutingactivities as these represented areas with lower risk, sincethey had no competition. Credit rationing tended to promotecapital intensive activities. There was also a tendencyfor such schemes to pre-empt opportunities for smallbusinesses, driving them to borrow in higher interest ratecurb' markets.

The arguments for financial reform stress the importanceof higher real interest rates in encouraging the build upof real money balances, increased financial intermediationand the unification of financial markets. However, raisingreal interest rates without regard to the rates of returnon investment may run counter to development aims. It maynot necessarily be true that once funds are generated throughthe accumulation of real balances investment will take careof itself (Roe 1982).

In LDCs however, the capacity of the domestic financial systemto offer high real rates of interest on deposits will itselfdepend on the opportunities available to utilise those fundsat an equally high real loan rate. However, the loan rateitself is determined by the existence of bankable projectsyielding a sufficiently high return. There are many reasonswhy this may not be apparent (including poor social overheadcapital). Funds may then be diverted to higher yieldinginvestments in the rest of the world (McKinnon 1973, Shaw1973).

Further, the nature of the imperfections in financial marketsmust be considered in determining the 'appropriate' levelof interest rates. Lending operations in LDCs have a varietyof risks not evident in perfect markets where fullinformation about borrowers exists. In LDCs, lending ratesinclude the cost of mediating a loan plus a premium forrisk. As a result, the spread between the rate paid toowners of wealth on their savings (the deposit rate) andthe loan rate (required of borrowers) is often wider inLDCs than in industrialised countries (Roe 1982). Unlessall imperfections are removed, the financial system willnot be in a position to offer real interest rates on depositswhich approach the rate of return to capital.

There is, therefore, a transitional cost attached to policypackages that attempt through monetary policy to establishinterest rates that approach shadow interest rates (e.g.,of the type calculated by Little/Mirrlees 1969) when overallimperfections in the financial system are not dealt with.An assessment of one type of liberalisation, that mightresult from McKinnon-type findings, must focus on the costsof liberalisation itself as well as on the costs of financialretardisation (Khatkhate 1982). It is apparent that concernhas centred upon the functioning of the financial sectorrather than with development in terms of, real growth.



Labour markets

Minimum wage legislation may increase the cost of labour

above the market rate. Much of the increase in wages in

Pakistan in the 1970s appears to be due to non-market factors

(Guisinger 1981). Distortions raise the cost of labour,

particularly unskilled labour. Higher labour costs combined

with indirect subsidisation of capital have led to

misallocation of resources, encouraging a shift from labour

intensive activities to capital intensive activities. Again,

in LDCs, where the minimum wage is not subject to tax but

where the marginal tax is high on incomes above the minimum

level, there will be a tendency to discourage the movement

of labour from lower to higher productivity activities.

(Balassa 1982). Policy reforms in this area have entailed

the elimination of minimum wages and the rationalisation

of levels of income tax.

Changing public/private mix

State Operated Enterprises (SOEs) in the manufacturing sector

were established for a wide range of reasons. Some were

economic (high risk ventures important, for example, in

South Korea; economies of scale; and linkage effects, compen-

sating for market imperfections). Some were social (the

satisfaction of distributional objectives through

subsidisation to consumers; employment). Some were political

(changes in the ideological perspectives of government,

for example, as in Sri Lanka and Pakistan).

Assessment of SOE performance has equally taken on a wide

ranging set of criteria, and debate continues on the outcomes,

whether from the economic, social or political perspectives.

Many commentators point to the inconsistency between these

objectives, arguing that social objectives can be fulfilled

by other means. Clearly judgement in economic (or more

stringently financial) terms points to low profitability,

poor, efficiency and underutilised capacity in a large

proportion of SOEs in LDCs.

Proposed reforms of SOEs have taken several forms but most

prominently feature attempts to raise the level of

competition they face, and to reduce the budgetary support

for their operation; the extreme form involves selling them

off to the private sector. In the former case, this has
often meant reducing the bureaucratic links between central .

government and an SOE; reducing budgetary support by forcing

SOEs to borrow in commercial money markets; and removing

import controls that protected state activities. These

in some form or other have been attempted recently in Zaire,

Zambia, and Sri Lanka (Steel and Evans 1984, Cook 1985).

In the latter case, privatisation has been attracting

interest. A recent USAID survey soliciting the views of

65 LDCs reported that 61 LDCs responded that they were

interested in the policy option of privatisation as a means
for improving SOE performance.[6)
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Market Development 

Although the state in LDCs has always played an important
role in market development, reducing transactions costs
through its commitment to develop communication and infra-
structure (Jgssawalla & Lamberton 1982), attention here
will concentrate on facets of market development that have
more obviously been incorporated in market 'oriented
approaches. In particular three elements are of current
interest.

First, there can be no denying that in virtually all LDCs
the role the state plays has a very strong influence on
indigenous entrepreneurial activity both in terms of the
economic and constitutional environment within which private
enterprises operate. The economic factors, such as access
to finance, and protection, were discussed earlier. Current
interest also centres on the latter in the efforts being
made to ensure that confidence for private sector development
is maintained, through appropriate legislation (repealing
legislation that permits nationalisation), investment codes
(relaxing restrictions on market entry (Collins 1985); and
the review of monopoly policy.

Second, growing concern has been expressed over the
escalation of government expenditures, particularly those
attributable to the failure to recognise the recurrent cost
implication of past capital expenditure (Heller, 1974).
Much of this related to the provision of social services,
health and education, and subsidies to state operated enter-
prises. Subsequently efforts have been made not only to
scale down total expenditure• but to switch to more market
development oriented expenditure designed to improve basic
infrastructure. Efforts have also been made to promote
the capacity, of the private sector through institutional
strengthening (e.g., the USAID assisted Business Development
Centre in Sri Lanka).

Finally, there have been numerous attempts in recent times
to erode some of the more deep seated obstacles to the
creation of market oriented economies, by establishing export
processing zones. Despite their limitations in terms of
poor linkages to the home market and low levels of tech-
nological transfer created by the externally oriented
ownership patterns and the relatively standardised types
of industries that have typically been attracted, these
zones have represented a means to create a more market
oriented environment by circumventing the networks of
dysfunctional bureaucratic controls that the state has
typically established.

ASSESSMENT OF LIBERALISATION

It will be obvious to any policy-maker that the attempt
to evaluate the effects of liberalisation policies raises
complex issues. A variety of factors need to be considered,
many of which were probably given consideration in the
original policy formulations. The post factor evaluation of
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liberalisation policies is still in its infancy (Krueger 1978).
The studies that do exist have principally been concerned with
examining the impact and consequences of stabilisation
programmes (Donovan 1982), mainly in terms of their effects
on macroeconomic variables such as the rate of inflation
and the balance of payments, but increasingly on the social
and distributional ramifications (Foxley 1981, Addison and
Demery 1985). Few have specifically addressed themselves to
the liberalisating components of these programmes. Fewer
still have either examined the effects of stabilisation
programmes., or the market oriented elements of these,together
with industrial policies, on the industrial sector.

It is evident that at least two questions need to be
addressed. The first concerns the contribution the set
of liberalisation measures have made to industrial develop-
ment. The second, not unrelated to the first, asks to what
extent liberalisation, and indeed specific elements of the
liberalisation package, have effectively been implemented.
In this final section a framework will be developed within
which these questions can be examined.

In order to tackle the first question, it is crucial to
identify the precise nature of the contribution. We begin
by reviewing a number of criteria established for industrial
development. These cover economic, social and political
goals. Within this framework there have been a variety
of attempts from those interested in public policy to assess
the consequences of the reforms in relation to policy
expectations through studies at both the macro and micro
level. At the macro level this has been done by monitoring
the overall improvements accruing to the economy and sector
wide indicators, and at the micro level by examining the
effects of liberalisation programmes on individuals and
groups in society, whether it be small rural farmers, urban
poor or industrial enterprise operations.

With regard to the second question, which is primarily
concerned with how successfully the reforms were implemented,
a number of factors are considered. These are categorised
into groups of factors whose effects can be designated as
economic, political, social and administrative. A summary
is given in Table 3.

Contribution to industrial develo ment

A number of underlying factors affect the measurement of
the success or failure of the reforms. The first point
to consider is the timeframe for performance assessment.
Both policy application and policy effects maybe stretched
over considerable periods of time with varying degrees of
severity. For example, the removal of distortions in the
tariff structure is likely to be accomplished in a phased
programme which attempts to equalise rates of effective
protection lasting five years or more. Equally the adjust-
ment to these changes in terms of the response of domestic
producers and importers could be relatively slow, according
to the extent to which forms of uncertainty were created
in the pre-reform period.
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Second, many of the distortions and the pokicy instruments
forming parts of the reform package may be interconnected.
In the former case there are complementarities between many
of the distortions in the product, labour and capital markets
(Balassa 1982) while, as was shown earlier, the relatively
successful application of some parts of the reform package
is dependent upon other parts. For instance, it is unlikely
that the effects of liberalising the tariff structure will
be beneficial unless accompanied by a devaluation of the
exchange rate. Further, it might be felt that the direction
of bias established in the pre-reform system can be offset
by compensating measures that attempt to compensate in the
opposite direction, while this consideration departs from
the purist view of achieving 'market neutrality', it may
be defended on grounds relating to political expediency
and time-phasing. The introduction of many of the incentive
and preference schemes for exporters can be viewed in this
light, swinging the pendulum from bias towards import
substitution, not to a neutral position facing importers
and exports, but to a positive bias favouring exporters.
In terms of success, then, much will depend on whether the
compensating policy measure actually offsets or over-
compensates the existing arrangements. In either case,
the outcome may still be positive, leading, for example
to a stimulus in manufacturing exports although in terms
of judging liberalisation, over-compensation perpetuates
the misallocation of resources, as in the pre-reform case
(except this time in a different direction).

Finally, there is the question of how pre-liberalisation
and post-liberalisation evaluation differs. Two problems
are presented here. The first concerns the difficulty of
selecting compatible indicators with which to measure the
performance of both the pre and post-reform state of affairs.
For example, in the distorted pre-reform situation, employ-
ment (used as an indicator) may have been high because a
premium was deliberately placed on raising employment levels,
yet in the post-reform period, the argument for efficient
allocation of resources, while claiming to have positive
employment effects (Balassa 1975), does not purport to exceed
those in the previous situation if those levels were
artificailly above the equilibrium state. Second, there
is the difficulty of selecting the indicator itself, which
may not be a single yardstick but may require the development
of some form of weighted index incorporating a wide range
of variables. An example may be helpful.

Following the arguments for the market oriented approach
it might be expected that conventional variables like profit-
ability, output and employment are relevant indicators of
performance, since the removal of distortions make the
divergency between social and private costs irrelevant.
The little analysis which has taken place casts some doubt
in this sphere with regard to employment and profitability
(Kirkpatrick 1985, Kirkpatrick, Lee and Nixson 1984), but
these are not necessarily arguments confined to comparative
statics. Similar arguments have been adopted in defence
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•of many of the IMF programmes. There it has been claimedthat it is not always possible to show positive improve-ments resulting from their programmes because it is difficultstatistically to compare the dynamic changes taking placein the pre- and post-states. The fact that the post-stateoutcome may 'show a worsened situation does not mean theprogramme has failed if the continuance of the pre-reformsituation would have brought about an even worse outcome.

Against this backdrop, the three aspects of liberalisation(the removal of distortions, changing the public/privatemix, and market development) can be assessed in relationto the policy objectives and outcomes most .prominentlyadvocated. Defining these objectives in relation toindustrial development is itself a complex matter, sincein reality it is unlikely that they can be reduced to asingle form. Most policies embody sets of multipleobjectives although it is unlikely that all have equalweighting (Loucks 1975, Killick 1981). It is alsoconceivable that the problems that apply to the selectionof indicators apply equally to the setting of objectives.Objectives change both in the pre-reform stage and duringthe reform period in response to a host of factors, someof which may be related to changes in internal politicaland social preferences, and some of which are in .responseto external shocks.

TABLE 2 : OBJECTIVES OF LIBERALISATION MEASURES

Types of
reforms

Policy

expectotions

Removal of
distortions

Public/private
mix

Market
Development

Edonomic

Improved financial
profitability

Rational alloc-
ation between
factors of
production

Increase in output
of tradeable
goods

____________

Improved effic-
iency

Reduced govern-
ment expend-
iture

Reduced budget-
ary support for
SOE

Improved budget
deficit

Reduced consumer
subsidisation

Improvement to
market struc-
tures

Increased corn- -
petition

Improved
delivery
systems

Lower prices
to consumers

Social

Improved income
distribution

Reduced tax
burden

More efficient
use of tax
revenue

Increased choice
of goods and
services

Improved
standards
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Difficulties are presented in assessing the contribution
of liberalisation measures for industrial development when
account is taken of the multiple objectives, that exist,
not only between different types .of policies (i.e., stabilis-
ation, trade, industrial) but also between different policy
instruments (i.e., rate of interest reform, exchange rate
reform). Since it is likely that some of these objectives
may conflict, the task of isolating the contribution to
industrial development made by specific instruments becomes
difficult.

With these difficulties in mind, some of the more prominent
objectives are summarised in Table 2. Even within this wide
range of objectives it is clear that some are inter-related.
There is also the problem of separability in relation to
the objectives themselves. To what extent is employment
an objective in its own right as opposed to a means by which
the income distribution objective is achieved? In this
table political objectives are assumed .to be comparable
with economic and social objectives. This is a point to
which we return in the last section.

A number of studies at the macro level exist that have
examined industrial development in relation to each of these
objectives. These have generally devoted attention to the
policy outcome rather than the efficiency of implementation
(Corbo and Melo 1985). Similarly, although the more recent
of them have concentrated on the effects of change from
an import substituting strategy to an export oriented type
of industrialisation, none has specifically focussed on
the effects of the market oriented elements. In these cases
an extensive range of variables has been analysed including
changes in output and its composition (Chenery and Syrquin
1975), export share (Balassa 1984), export composition
(Kirkpatrick, Lee and Nixson 1984), improved capacity util-
isation (Bastista et al 1981), productivity and concentration
levels in manufacturing (Kirkpatrick, Lee and Nixson 1984).
While some of those studies, for instance a recent World
Bank study examining changes in intermediate input use in
nine countries (Kubo 1985), have looked at structural change
resulting from the application of different, and often
contrasting economic policies, they have not necessarily
isolated the effects attributable to specific measures.
A similar trend has been evident in attempts to examine
the impact of specific policy instruments although in this
sphere most have concentrated on the effects of the pre-
reform state (e.g., the effects of tariff protection)(Kemal
1978).

At the micro level there are signs that work is under way.
A number of recent studies have concentrated on the financial
and economic objectives of stabilisation policies in Latin
America by examining their impact on firm and industry level
operations (Petrel and Tybout 1984, Corbo and Melo 1985).
There are also studies monitoring the progress of particular
state operated enterprises in terms of output, productivity
and employment, in response to policy changes, e.g., the
monitoring programmes instituted recently in Pakistan (Jones
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1982, Killick 1983).

A number of studies also exist that have attempted to measurethe distortive or biased effect of individual policyinstruments and economic variables, or of particular systems(i.e., protection). Among these can be included those onprice distortion (World Bank 1983, Guisinger1978) and those dealing with the degree of bias in protectivesystems, for example in Sri Lanka and Pakistan (Stern 1984,Remal 1983, Cuthbertson and Khan 1979).

Even from these attempts, however, a number of interestingissues arise. First, even if a single objective can beselected which stands as a measuring rod the question oughtto be asked to what extent are the other, possibly lowerranking, objectives fulfilled. The market argument inliberalisation assumes that the need to separate objectivesin economic and social terms will be eliminated (if notreduced). In distorted markets however these objectiveswere often incompatible as, for example, in monopoly whereprofit maximisation implied sub-optimal output and employmentlevels and high prices. Even if SOEs were established indistorted markets there was a trade-off between economicand social objectives. Nevertheless, measuring the postreform effects would entail measuring all aspects, fulland partial objectives, and even if the relative weightingassigned to each objective changes in the pre- and post-reform era, the significance of the trade-offs will stillneed to be noted.

Second, while there is little doubt that some criteria,such as financial profitability, represent important criteriafor measuring private sector performance, this must notobscure the possibility that whether profitability can betaken as a proper measure of performance may depend cruciallyupon other factors, such as market structure (Kirkpatrick,Lee and Nixson 1984). In this case there is concern withwhether the existence of competition, either from domesticor international origin, is sufficiently generated as aresult of the reforms to permit prices to provide an appro-priate measure of costs and benefits. If there isinsufficient competition then profitability will be a poorguide to efficiency. Relatively weak levels of competitionin manufacturing sectors can be found in many LDCs, forexample in Pakistan and Sri Lanka where, in the latter,over, a third of the manufacturing sectors show low levelsof competition (Cook 1983, 1985).

Third, the efficacy of the policy objectives may bequestioned when account is taken of their global implications.Estimates have already been made to show the infeasibilityof most LDCs repeating the NICs (newly industrialisedcountries) achievements in world markets (Cline 1982).Further, the limitations of rapid expansion from the tech-nological point'of view have also been questioned (Kaplinsky1984).
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Im lementation of reforms

At this stage, given the plaucity of direct attempts to
measure the effects of liberalisation on industrial develop-
ment in general, it might be apposite, to examine a number
of features .which may make the implementation of reforms
difficult to achieve. As discussed earlier, the mixture
of objectives and interests becomes of paramount importance.
Table 3 illustrates this by categorising some of the factors
that affect implementation into economic, policial, social
and administrative.

Although attempts to measure the impact of liberalisation
itself are lacking, a number of attempts have been made
to assess the degree to which the instruments themselves
have actually been implemented. For example, despite the
introduction of liberalisation measures on the trade side
since 1977 in Sri Lanka it has been estimated that the
reduction in bias for imports and against exports has changed
only marginally (Stern 1984, Cook 1985). In this case other
policy measures offset the intended effects of liberalisation.

Table 3 lists numerous factors that impinge upon the
implementation of market oriented changes in policy.
Although within each category a large number of elements
exist, certain general principles emerge. First, as was
shown above, in the economic category the existence of off-
setting policy will affect the extent to which any policy
instrument achieves its intended outcome. The contradiction
in export policy in Sri Lanka may be cited here. On the
one hand the government is attempting to reduce protection
in order to stimulate exports, but at the same time the
Export Development Board, which uses funds to provide
incentives to exporters does so through the Export Develop-
ment Fund, which is -financed by maintaining protection
through a cess collected on dutiable imports.

Another important aspect in this category is the initial
degree to which markets are distorted. The East Asian
economies were more able successfully to combine productive
efficiency with low wage labour by adopting appropriate
exchange rate policies and export promotion because they
had not gone down the import substitution path very far
and hence did not have very distorted markets (Duesenberry
et al 1981).

Mispecified or incorrect functional relationships between
policy instrument and economic variable will also be important.,
For example it has been argued that the disincentive effects
to some producers of import substituting industrialisation
led to a strong counter emphasis on a return to efficiency
criteria. This reversal of economic policy was in many
respects in direct .conflict with the preferences of the
main groups able to exert political opposition. This is
the came whether, we are discussing distortions in factor
or product markets (Sheehan 1980). It must not be forgotten,
however, that both the degree of adverse effects and departure
from pure market criteria even within import substitution
policies did vary widely between countries and, therefore,
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: FACTORS AFFECTING IMPLEMENTATION OF LIBERALISATION

...„
'PQlicies

'''''''•%..

Removal of market
distortion

Changing public/private
mix

•

Market
development

Economic

Offsetting policy so bias
raTains.
Budgetary consequences of
distortion removal.

... Conflict in stabilisation and
development objectives (eg.rate .
interest).

- Too stringent assumptions not
applicable to real world.
Low initial level of distortion.

Need for scale economies.
Inadequate regulation and monopoly
control.

- Fear of foreign investment.

Poor infrastructure (eg.
site and services).
Uncertainty in power
supply.

- Unrealistic export targets
and lack of foreign
exchange.

Political

Strength of political interests
served by distortions(eg.low
rate of interest).
Concern for intervention

- Distribution 
Accepting reforms to acquire loan
and then not fulfilling target.

- Loss of control of vital sectors
(strategic).

- Loss of control of important
instruments of patronage.

- Uncertainty over governments inten-
tions(threatening legislation).

- Resistance to cut public sector as
well to keep revenue.

- Willingness to sell loss-making enter-
prises but keep profit-making SOEs.

Conflicting interests for
resources (eq. irrigation
v. industry).

.

Social
.

Consumer lobby to distortion
removal (Trade Unions.)
Concern for efficacy of market
provision of social objectives
or alternative policies.

- Financial versus social objectives.
- Adoption of strategies (basic needs)

requiring direct intervention.

Destroys traditional live-
lihood, adverse effects on
cultural factors through
competition (technology).

Adminis-
trative

- Cumbersome administrative
network.

- Overlapping administrative res-
ponsibilities(eg.implementing
conflicting measures).

,

- Lack of knowledge.
- High cost of transfer.
- Shifting responsibility (eg.shifting
loss-making SOE funding to private
banks).

- Pursuit of own interests.
- Reluctance to lose resources to

bureaucratic growth and control.

Discretionary nature of
decision-making.

- Corruption (in use of
infrastructural aid).



led to variable degrees of policy reversal.

Political factors feature strongly. In Latin America ithas been argued that structural characteristics, such asunequal income and land distribution and poor infrastructureare such that political obstacles have been establishedon the one hand to prevent the implementation of newprogrammes while, on the other it has often been necessaryto implement reforms through some form of politicalrepression. It has been suggested that in some cases theexisting distortions of. the economic structure and in thesystem of incentives may be so extreme that it becomesinevitable that political repression is associated withthe implementation of economic policies 'needed for growth(Sheahan 1980).

The factors influencing compliance with policy reforms arecomplex. In some cases they may relate to the severityof the consequences and, especially in relation to reformsexternally induced through elements of conditionality, theymay be related to the harshness of conditions. Theconditions imposed by the IMF seem to have hardened after1981 following the increase in the LDC debt problems (Killick1985, 1985a, Dell 1985). It has also been shown, againparticularly in relation to conditionality, that complianceis reflected in a recipient country's relative bargainingstrength. LDC governments may in some instances acceptthe conditions that go with a lending arrangement but haveno intention of undertaking the stipulated policy reforms,the intention merely being the rapid acquisition of financialresources to alleviate short term problems (Mosley 1984).
Social factors, besides the resistance of adversely affectedgroups to reform, may be prominent due to historical andstructural characteristics. In many LDCs although multipleobjectives in government policy exist, the range of policysubstitutes is fairly narrow. This is clearly the casefor instance with redistribution. Weak taxation systems,both in terms of coverage and delivery, have meant a greaterreliance on SOEs in this capacity. A movement to a moremarket oriented system either presumes that there is anincreased administrative and economic capacity toredistribute via the fiscal system, or that the weight inthis area becomes less important. It could also be arguedthat overall narrowness and lack of competition, especiallyin the public policy area, may itself -very well lead toweak administration and competition, acting as an obstacleto reform.

Poor implementability may not only be a consequence of themultiple objectives established by LDC governments.Conditionality imposed by - lending agencies may also besubject to competing objectives. For instance, the require-ment to increase competition based on efficiency argumentsis constrained, to some extent', by the need to maintainfiscal levels (e.g., maintenance of import duties), tomaintain existing social services, and to prevent a declinein well-being.
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Structural considerations may also be important, particularl
y

in the social sphere. It has been argued that in some LDCs

where incomes from primary production, besides representing

a large share of the economies income, are channelled mainly

to large land owners (e.g., as in Argentina) and where the

poor are predominantly found in urban areas, then reducing

high tariffs to eliminate the distortive effects in

protection could be at the expense of the urban poor. This

is because reduction in tariffs will alter the relative

price of industrial goods and improve the relative price

of primary goods implying a relative gain to large landowners

and a relative loss to the urban poor.

The administrative system itself may also represent a

formidable constraint, (not only in the sense that the admin-

istrative machinery is weak and open to corruption) but

especially where the system can circumvent changes as opposed

to implementing them (Gould and Amaro-Reyes 1983). An

illustration will be useful here. In an attempt to move

the SOEs to a more market oriented approach, the Sri Lankan

government has eliminated the direct subsidies to loss making

SOEs. Instead the SOEs mustS seek funding from commercial

banks. This is seen• as a first step to making SOEs

commercially viable, except that in this instance, the banks

are compelled to bale out the loss making enterprises by

not strictly applying commercial criteria to Lending. In

effect, then, the government has shifted the responsiblity

for funding SOEs from the treasury to the banking system,

which in its present mode of operation will have little

impact on improving the commercial viability and efficiency

of the SOEs (Cook 1985). •

There is often a naive view of the implementability of some

policies. Experience has indicated that privatisation does

need regulation even though the arguments provided for

operation in the private rather than the public sector are

sound, and that decisions to privatise are often made dis-

regarding the tact that regulators themselves may be

efficient at what they do but that they nevertheless often

pursue their own interests (Shackleton 1985). This is

equally true of price control and incentive schemes.

CONCLUSIONS

A number of concluding points can be made that are relevant

to policy implementation.

First, although the types of policies have been categoried

into three broad groups, (distortion removal, changing

public/private mix and market development) there has been

no systematic attempt to assess the relative importance

of each type in the current wave of liberalisation. For

enample a review of the World Bank's sectoral and sub-

sectoral concerns for structural adjustment and development

show that all three feature equally prominently. These

cover (a) the industrial policy framework within which

industry operates and expands, as determined by tariffs,
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import licensing systems, and investment promotion schemes.
(b) the relative roles of the public and private sectors
in economic activity. (c) the way markets . are permitted
to develop or are organised by governments. (Please 1984).
Although all to some extent are• concerned with price
relativities. Again IMF conditionally has emphasised the
importance of price correction in tackling both demand and
supply side problems (Killick .1985). Nevertheless, even
though the shortcomings of this approach have been pointed
out as •a solution to supply problems, the importance of
non-price measures such as improved infrastructure, access
to credit facilities and improved market knowledge must
not be overlooked.

Following from this is the need also to assess the relative
success rate of each of the measures. While Table 3 is
illustrative of the way a number of factors can act as a
constraint towards the achievement and implementation of
reforms, it is only useful to policy makers if for each
policy component an assessment of the relative strength
of the opposing economic, political, social and admin-
istrative forces can be gauged. In this way more effective
policies can emerge by matching the relative strength of
policy instruments (measured in terms of their success rate)
with the relative strength of the likely resistance to their
implementation. In this approach could be included not
only domestic constraints but external ones including the
extent of world protectionism, the difficulties over
technical transfer between industrialised countries and
LDCs and the constraints to establishing significantly
greater South-South trade in the short run (Collins 1985a).

To some extent an assessment of this nature would pre-empt
the need for compromise when implementation difficulties
are met. For instance, in Mexico in 1976 following the
adoption of a more market oriented approach through
devaluation, both labour and adversely affected business
interests expressed bitterness over the resulting reduction
in real wages. As a result the government had to compromise
by negotiating wage increases that would to some extent,
offset the impact of the devaluation (Sheahan 1980).

The need is then not just a matter of lessening the social
or political strain to permit compliance but moving towards
a more comprehensively established policy approach that
is more aware of both the interconnected nature of many
of the policy measures and of the breadth and relative
strength of • the resistances. To some extent this type of
change is .already taking place in World Bank programmes
(Nelson 1984).

Finally there is a need in all the policy areas continually
to evaluate the relevance of the arguments supporting policy.
For example the arguments supporting state control of natural

.monopolies can only be defined with reference to a particular
technology at a stage in time (Heald 1985). Changes in
technology can create opportunities for competition which
did not exist before. Indeed, theoretical advances in the
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analysis of 'contestable' markets have brought an
appreciation that the association between scale economies
and natural monopoly is not as straightforward as generally
thought (Baumol). Again, on the broader level, as the
history of thinking in relation to industrial development
in TAIDCs has Shown, what appeared rational at one point in
development became irrational in another.

Prevalent thinking at the end of the 1960s focussed on the
special attention, (not necessarily in terms of quantitative
restrictions and controls but via taxes and subsidies) that
industrialisation needed (Little, Scitovsky, Scott 1970).
This was justified on the basis that the task of government
was not to fight the imperfections of the market mechanism
by restrictions but to help the market by more government
action in the form of monetary and fiscal measures, monopoly
control and wages policy.

However, there was always the danger in manipulating the
price mechanism for the purpose of removing distortion
(e.g., insufficient incentive to industrialise) which may
be inherent in its uninhibited operation, that another
distortion (e.g., insufficient exploitation of the advantages
of trade) is introduced. The danger is that too much inter-
ference or too much incentive is given, creating a bias
against other sectors.

By the mid-1970s this became a focal point. Concern for
the effects of tax and subsidy schemes on product, capital,
and labour markets was evident in a number of studies
(Balassa 1975). The policy implications have now culminated
in a number of policy scenarios much more acutely focussed
on a 'laissez-faire' approach, where policies take on a
purportedly neutral role (e.g., equalising effective pro-
duction rates at low levels).

Department of Administrative Studies
University of Manchester

NOTES

1. A more recent catalogue of 141)Cs experience with privatisation can
be found in a recent issue of the 'Economist' Dec/Jan 1985/86.

2. Given such arguments it does appear that judgements about the
rationality and irrationality of intervention in the real world
are difficult, especially when viewed in an historial vacuum.

3. We are considering only general trends, Zaire has recently pursued
policies in the opposite direction by setting up state enterprises.

4. Similar indexes relating to the degree of distortion in specific
markets for capital and labour have been derived separately. SeeGusinger (1978) for Pakistan. Caution is, however, needed in devel-
oping lending criteria based on the relationship between distortions
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and growth. Agarwala (1983) finds price distortions to be one

of a number of factors expalining variations in growth rates across

countries.

5. This occurs through formal exchanges at executive level and in

the dissemination of country papers, research and working papers

between the main lending institutions.

6. Cowan, G.(1985) 'The American perspective on privatisation'.

Presented at a seminar Organised by Deloitte, Haskins and Sells,

London, 16 October 1985. '
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